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					About Space Climate 8 Symposium

					The Space Climate Symposia Series brings together leading experts in the field of space climate.
						The objectives of the Symposia are three-fold:
					
	to better understand the causes and effects of long-term variations
							in solar activity,
							with a focus on the solar magnetic dynamo, and how the magnetic field it generates produces
							the various phenomena collectively making up solar
							activity: e.g., sunspots, flares, coronal mass ejections, coronal holes, high-speed solar
							wind streams etc;
	to better understand how the varying solar activity affects the
							near-Earth space, atmosphere and even climate, on time scales
							ranging from a few solar rotations up to several millennia; 
	to better understand the intricacies of the various datasets used to
							make inferences about long-term solar variations:
							e.g., the sunspot number time series and geomagnetic observations.
						


					
					Symposium deadlines: 


					Registration: 


					
    
        Early bird registration 

        375 EUR 

        15.07.2022

    

    
        Normal registration

        475 EUR 

        31.07.2022

    

    
        Late registration 

        575 EUR 

        31.08.2022

    


						Fee includes two lunches, ice-breaker, coffee breaks, conference dinner, excursion, conference materials



					Abstract submission: 

					
						
							Oral contribution 

							15.07.2022NEW

						

						
							Poster contribution

							31.07.2022NEW

						

					


						Abstract submission for posters may close before the deadline, if maximum capacity is reached


					Accommodation: 

					
						
							Hotel Galaxy https://galaxyhotel.pl/en 
 or https://pokoje.jordan.pl/en 

							
						

					

						We have started a gradual release of the remaining rooms, left in our pre-booked block, but there are still some rooms available. Hence, please, book your room at the Galaxy Hotel, as soon as possible.



					

					
					

				


		



		
		
			
				
					
						
Registration

					
					You can create, modify and complete your form at any time until the deadline, August 31th, 2022.
						Just use your email and the password that will be attributed to you.
					

					
						After this date, if you need to communicate new information or to modify your application,
						please contact the committee, spaceclimate8@uph.edu.pl or spaceclimate8@prac.uph.edu.pl.

					

											

						Registration closed

						

					
					




					
						
ABSTRACT 

					
					Abstracts for contributed oral presentation must be submitted before 15 July 2022;
						Abstracts for poster presentation can be submitted until 31 July 2022.
					

					

				

			

			
				
					
				

				
					
					

				

				
				

			

		

		
		
			
				
					Symposium program



					


					 Below you can find the daily program and here  PDF version (last update: 2022-09-19) and list of posters in 
							PDF version  
							

							Here you can find the digitally available version of the program in  Word version and the digitally available poster list in 
							Word version  . 
							


					 	Mon 19.09.
	Tue
								20.09.
	Wed
								21.09.
	Thu
								22.09.





					 
						
							Monday 19.09. Symposium day 1 (UPDATE)

								08:00-08:15	
												Introduction





							Session 1: Solar dynamo as a driver of space climate

								08:15-08:45	
												Origin of long-term variations in solar and stellar dynamos (WEB)
											
	Maarit KORPI-LAGG


	08:45-09:15	
												Solar and stellar dynamos as the driver of space climate
											(WEB)
											
	Jörn WARNECKE


	09:15-09:30	
												Periodic behavior driven by meridional circulation during solar grand minima episodes(WEB)
											
	Sanghita CHANDRA


	09:30-10:05	
												Coffee break




							 Session 2: Long-term solar activity 

								10:05-10:35	
												Long-term solar activity(WEB)
											
	Alexei PEVTSOV


	10:35-10:50	
												Diagnosing and calibrating the multi-century Sunspot Number Series
												(WEB)
											
	Shreya BHATTACHARYA


	10:50-11:05	
												Solar activity in the 16th century
												(WEB)
											
	Kristof PETROVAY


	11:05-11:35	
												Sunspot number, group number and F10.7: new insights
												(WEB)
											
	Frédéric CLETTE


	11:35-11:55	
												On improvements in the future version of the revised collection of sunspot group numbers
												(WEB)
											
	Victor CARRASCO


	11:55-12:10	
												Solar cyclic activity reconstruction now extends to cover the last millennium
												(WEB)
											
	Ilya USOSKIN


	12:10-13:25	
												Lunch




							Session 3: Special solar-terrestrial events and extremes 


								13:25-13:55	
												 An ice-core perspective on extreme solar particle events  (WEB)
											
	Florian MEKHALDI


	13:25-13:45	
												Detection of solar events by using radiocarbon in tree-rings (WEB)
											
	Nicolas BREHM


	13:45-14:05	
												Revisiting the Carrington space weather event with archival investigations (WEB)
											
	Hisashi HAYAKAWA


	14:05-14:20	
												Assessment of terrestrial effects during strong and extreme SEPs using neutron monitor records (WEB)
											
	Alexander MISHEV




							Session 4: Solar photosphere and chromosphere 


								14:20-14:40	
												How the magneto-Rossby waves could be used to identify upcoming intense flare and CME seasons? (WEB)
											
	Marianna KORSOS


	14:40-14:55	
												Properties of Polar Faculae in the HMI Era 
											
	W. Dean PESNELL


	14:55-15:25	
												Coffee break 


	15:55-16:25	
												Results from Remote-Sensing instruments on Solar Orbiter (WEB)
											
	Sami SOLANKI


	15:25-17:00	
												1-min review of posters
											
	Kalevi MURSULA





									
							Reception talks


								17:00-17:30	
												History of Astronomy in Krakow
											
	Michal OSTROWSKI


	17:30-18:00	
												Space Climate Legacy of Joan Feynman (WEB)
											
	Alexander RUZMAIKIN


	18:00 	
												Reception and poster viewing




						
 



					 
							Tuesday 20.09. Symposium day 2

							
							Session 5: Solar corona and solar wind 

								08:00-08:30	
												Long-term Global Non-potential Simulations of the Solar Corona Using Magnetofrictional Techniques and MHD Simulations (WEB)
											
	Duncan MACKAY


	08:30-09:00	
												The Global Photospheric and Coronal Magnetic Field According to Different Synoptic Magnetographs: Comparisons and End-to-end Calibrations
											(WEB)
											
	Gordon PETRIE


	09:00-09:15	
												COCONUT MHD coronal model as a basis for EUHFORIA 2.0 space weather forecast(WEB)
											
	Błażej KUŹMA


	09:15-09:30	
												The role of active region decay in energising the corona (WEB)
											
	Karen MEYER


	09:30-09:50	
												Reconstruction of the global solar wind structure using interplanetary scintillation observation and coronal magnetic field parameters obtained from PFSS extrapolation
											(WEB)
											
	Ken’ichi FUJIKI


	09:50-10:10	
												A New 3D Solar Wind Speed and Density Model Based on IPS(WEB)
											
	Czeslaw POROWSKI


	10:10-10:40	
												Coffee break




							
							Session 6: Solar TSI/SSI 

								10:40-11:10	
												Advancements in Solar Irradiance Measurements and Long-term Data Continuity (WEB)
											
	Erik RICHARD


	11:10-11:40	
												Irradiance reconstructions from modern and historical Ca II observations
											(WEB)
											
	Theodosios CHATZISTERGOS


	11:40-12:00	
												Sun-as-a-star observations to characterize stellar active regions and universal atmospheric heating mechanism(WEB)
											
	Shin TORIUMI


	12:00-12:15	
												SORCE SOLSTICE: Seventeen Years, Eighteen Versions (WEB)
											
	Martin SNOW


	12:15-12:30	
												Solar irradiance variability in the near-UV Ca II H & K lines
											(WEB)
											
	Sowmya KRISHNAMURTHY


	12:30-12:45	
												Curious long-term increase of the visual band of the solar spectrum in TAV2 and TSIS-1 SIM datasets
											
	Kalevi MURSULA




							
							Session 7: Solar wind, HMF and CRs  

								12:45-13:15	
												Our current understanding of the solar wind(WEB)
											
	Stefan HOFMEISTER


	13:15-13:35	
												High-speed streams in the solar wind
											(WEB)
											
	Diana BESLIU-IONESCU


	14:00 	
												Wieliczka Salt Mine Excursion


	19:00 	
												Conference Dinner




						
 
						


					 
							Wednesday 21.09. Symposium day 3

							Session 7: Solar wind, HMF and CRs

								08:00-08:15	
												Dependence of Intermittency of Fast and Slow Solar Wind from the Radial Distance, Heliospheric Latitude, and Solar Cycle(WEB)
											
	Anna WAWRZASZEK


	08:15-08:30	
												Advanced CME flux-rope models in EUHFORIA (WEB)
											
	Stefaan POEDTS


	08:30-08:50	
												Solar Wind Stream Interaction Regions: Radial Evolution and Solar Cycle Variations (WEB)
											
	Lan JIAN


	08:50-09:10	
												The CME rate and implications for the heliospheric magnetic structure and space weather based on data from 1996
											(WEB)
											
	Grzegorz MICHALEK


	09:10-09:25	
												Properties of Coronal Holes Causing Intense Geomagnetic Storms in Solar Cycles 23 and 24(WEB)
											
	Nat GOPALSWAMY


	09:25-09:40	
												Periodic variations of GCR intensity and anisotropy related to solar rotation by ACE/CRIS, STEREO, SOHO/EPHIN and neutron monitors observations during solar minima 23/24 and 24/25 (WEB)
											
	Renata MODZELEWSKA


	09:40-09:55	
												On Delay Time Problem of Galactic Cosmic Rays - Experimental and Theoretical Study
											(WEB)
											
	Marek SILUSZYK


	09:55-10:10	
												Galactic Cosmic Rays as Remote Probes of the Inner and Outer Heliosphere(WEB)
											
	Jozsef KOTA


	10:10-10:40	
												Coffee break




							
							Session 8: Solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction 

								10:40-11:10	
												Supersubstorms and Extremely Intense Geomagnetically Induced Currents in the Subauroral Region (WEB)
											
	Rajkumar HAJRA


	11:10-11:25	
												What is happening with solar activity indices - and ionospheric implications?
											(WEB)
											
	Jan LASTOVICKA


	11:25-11:40	
												Extreme variations of the ionospheric total electron content in the course of a solar cycle - Statistical analysis
											(WEB)
											
	Lidia Nikitina


	11:40-11:55	
												Relationships between strong geomagnetic storms and electric grid failures in Poland using the geoelectric field as a GIC proxy during the first half of the Solar Cycle 24(WEB)
											
	Agnieszka GIL


	11:55-12:10	
												New possibilities of diagnostics of the near-Earth plasma environment (WEB)
											
	Hanna ROTHKAEHL


	12:10-12:25	
												Large-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances over eastern Europe
											(WEB)
											
	Dalia BURESOVA


	12:25-12:40	
												Probing space plasma with LOFAR(WEB)
											
	Marcin GRZESIAK


	12:40-12:55	
												Scintillation spectral index measurements with PL610 LOFAR station(WEB)
											
											
	Mariusz POŻOGA


	12:55-14:00	
												Lunch




							
							Session 9: Particle effects to climate and atmosphere  

								14:00-14:30	
												EPP effect on on stratospheric composition, dynamics and surface climate (WEB)
											
	Monika SZELAG


	14:30-15:00	
												The role of the polar vortex in Sun-Earth coupling via the descent of EPP-produced NOx
											(WEB)
											
	Lynn HARVEY


	15:00-15:15	
												Long-term prediction of Sudden Stratospheric Warmings with Geomagnetic and Solar Activity
											(WEB)
											
	Mikhail VOKHMIANIN


	15:15-15:30	
												An assessment of the impact of radiation belt electron precipitation onto the middle atmosphere(WEB)
											
	Miriam SINNHUBER


	15:30-15:50	
												Space-Weather Ground-Based Radio Observations in the Context of the Heliosphere-Earth system(WEB)
											
	Mario BISI


	15:50-16:10	
												Coffee break




							
							Session 10: Solar TSI/SSI effects to ground and stratosphere  

								16:10-16:40	
												The Sun's role for decadal climate predictability
											(WEB)
											
	Annika DREWS


	16:40-17:10	
												A pacemaker role of the 11-year solar cycle in tropical Pacific decadal variability(WEB)
											
	Wenjuan HUO





							Session 11: Special reviews 

								17:10-17:40	
												Space weather variation within and across multiple solar cycles- a solar cycle 'clock'
											(WEB)
											
	Sandra CHAPMAN


	17:40-18:10	
												Twenty years of observations of the energy budget of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (WEB)
											
	Martin MLYNCZAK


	18:10-18:40	
												Solar Coronal Jets: Energy, Twist and the Solar Cycle (WEB)
											
											
	Jiajia LIU




						
 

					 
							Thursday 22.09. Symposium day 4

							Session 11: Special reviews 

								08:00-08:30	
												Extreme solar energetic particle events recorded in cosmogenic nuclides data
											(WEB)
											
	Fusa MIYAKE




							Session 10: Solar TSI/SSI effects to ground and stratosphere  

								08:30-09:00	
												An Ambiguous Nature of Solar Cycle Signal in the Stratospheric Ozone (WEB)
											
											
	Sandip DHOMSE




							
							Session 12: Solar effects to upper atmosphere and troposphere  

									09:00-09:30	
												Solar Irradiance Effects on the Upper Atmosphere On Time Scales from Solar Rotation to Climate Change
											(WEB)
											
	Liying QIAN


	09:30-10:00	
												Searching the best data to understand Sun-Climate relationships
											(WEB)
											
	Jose VAQUERO


	10:00-10:30	
												Coffee break


	10:30-10:50	
												How does Troposphere respond to Sun’s mood changes?(WEB)
											
	Mirela VOICULESCU


	10:50-11:05	
												The Mansurov Effect: Statistical significance, the role of autocorrelation and non-stationary behavior (WEB)
											
											
	Jone EDVARTSEN


	11:05-11:20	
												The lightning activity over Poland during different solar activity as seen from the ground and space (WEB)
											
											
	Paweł JUJECZKO


	11:20-11:35	
												Effects of the 11-year solar cycle on correlation and teleconnection structures in tropospheric circulation (WEB)
											
											
	Radan HUTH


	11:40-12:30	
												Discussion Session


	14:00	
												Krakow sightseeing with local guides




						
 
					
					
					
					
					
					

		


		
		
			
				
					
						Venue

						The Space Climate 8 Symposium will take place September 19-22, 2022 in Krakow, the historical
							city in Poland.

						The meeting venue is the Hotel Galaxy, located 25 minutes walk from the impresive, fourteenth
							Century Old Town.

						For those who like mountain trips, there is a possibility to hike in the highest Polish mountains, Tatra mountains (Tatry). The routes can be really spectacular:
							https://www.zakopane.pl/en/tourist-area/tourism/tatra-mountains

							https://www.poland.travel/en/experience/hiking/hiking-in-poland-guide-%E2%80%93-tatry

							It is about 3 hours by car from Krakow.
						

						Slightly closer to Krakow (just over an hour) there are much lower mountains, with picturesque routes, Island Beskids (Beskid Wyspowy):
							https://visitmalopolska.pl/en/-/glowny-szlak-beskidu-wyspowego-1016

						



					

				

			


			
				
					
						Accommodation

					

				


				
					

						Accommodation for symposium participants


						A block of rooms has been reserved at the Galaxy Hotel, the meeting venue.

						We highly recommend taking the advantage of the housing at the Galaxy Hotel, which is the meeting venue.
							Reservations must be made directly with the Galaxy Hotel, using the Hotel reservation system.
							There is 15% discount for Space Climate Symposium 8 participants, upon reservation must indicated the
							Promo code: SPACECLIMATE8. There is also option of Guest Rooms Dluga 9, within the same company, with the same discount.
						

						
							Please, visit

							https://galaxyhotel.pl/en

							or

							https://pokoje.jordan.pl/en

							

							choose the tab BOOK NOW

							using

							Promo code: SPACECLIMATE8
						





					

					
				

			


		
		
		
			
				
					Travel and Visa

					
					Local travel info:

					 Traveling from the Balice Krakow airport to the Galaxy hotel using public transport. It costs 6 zloty. You may buy the ticket in the bus using card or cash. The routs can be found on the web-page of the Krakow public transport: https://ztp.krakow.pl/en/. There are various possibilities, here we show two routes. 
					

					1. Take the bus number 208 in the direction ‘Dworzec Glowny Wschod’. Travel for 20 minutes (16 stops) and leave on the stop ‘Bronowice Male’. Here you need to change the bus to the tram: go to the tram stop, it takes about 1 minute, go west Balicka, then turn left and then turn right. The name of the tram stop is the same ‘Bronowice Male’. Take the tram number 24. You will travel 24 minutes (16 stops). Leave on the stop ‘Sw. Wawrzynca’. You need to walk 750 meters, it will take around 9 minutes. Head southeast Starowislna towards Sw. Wawrzynca. Turn left onto Sw. Wawrzynca. Slight right onto Halicka. Turn left into Podgorska. Slight left to stay on Podgorska. Slight left. Turn right onto Gesia. You may find this rout here: https://goo.gl/maps/9ioZLvUKkzqYwQL89.
					

					2. Take the bus number 300 in the direction ‘Os. Podwawelskie’. Travel for 20 minutes (4 bus stops) and leave on the stop ‘Szwedzka’. Here you need to change the bus to the tram: go to the tram stop, it takes about 1 minute, go northeast of Monte Cassino towards Wladysław Mitkowski. The name of the tram stop is the same ‘Szwedzka’. Take the tram number 22 in the direction ‘Kopiec Wandy’. You will travel 13 minutes (6 stops). Leave on the stop ‘Rondo Grzegorzeckie’. You need to walk 800 meters, it will take around 10 minutes. Go along al. Pokoju to the southwest. Turn left. Turn right, left again. Turn right onto Kotlarskiej. Go through the pedestrian crossing. Turn left into Podgorska. Slight right into Gesia. You may find this rout here:  https://goo.gl/maps/KEyfCf2C5pRo5Dx67.
					

					You may also take the taxi. The cost is around 100 zloty. You may pay by card. 
					

					Traveling from the Krakow Glowny train station to the Galaxy hotel using public transport. It costs 4 zloty. You may buy the ticket in the bus using card or cash. The routs can be found on the web-page of the Krakow public transport: https://ztp.krakow.pl/en/. There are various possibilities, here we show the shortest route.
					

					Go east, turn right, next turn left and right again. The name of the tram stop is 'Dworzec Glowny Tunel'. Take the tram number 50 in the direction 'Borek Falecki'. It will take around 5 minutes (2 stops). Leave the tram on the stop 'Rondo Grzegorzeckie'. You need to walk 800 meters, it will take around 10 minutes. Take the II obwodnica/ Kotlarska north towards Grzegorzecka. It will gently turn left and become Grzegorzecka. Turn left into Rzeznicza, next turn left, left again, next turn right, turn left, turn slightly right into Gesia. You may find this rout here: https://goo.gl/maps/83oBdXXsExLCLhw57.
					

					
					Getting to Krakow

					International participants can fly to Krakow-Balice International Airport or to Chopin
						International Airport in Warsaw and then reach Krakow by train
						or using car rental. Krakow can be also reached by train from Central Europe.
					

					Visa


					Participants requiring a visa to enter Poland are urged to begin the visa application process as
						soon as possible, as this can be a long process in some
						countries, depending of your nationality or dual-citizenship status. Find out if you need a Visa
						https://www.gov.pl/web/diplomacy/visas.
						If you require an invitation letter for your visa application, please send an email to: spaceclimate8@uph.edu.pl or spaceclimate8@prac.uph.edu.pl.
					

					
				

			

		

		
			
				
					COVID-19 situation in Poland

				

			

			
				
					All information regarding Coronavirus recommendations, temporary limitations, etc., please find
						on the official government website:
						https://www.gov.pl/web/coronavirus
					

				

			

		


		
		

		
		
			
				
					Committees

					
						
							Scientific Organizing Committee

						

						

								Kalevi Mursula (chair)
	University of Oulu, Finland
	Ilya Usoskin (vice-chair)
	Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory, Finland
	Paul Charbonneau
	Université Montréal, Montréal, Canada
	Robertus Erdelyi
	The University of Sheffield, UK
	Bernd Funke
	Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía, Spain
	Nat Gopalswamy
	NASA GSFC, USA
	Hugh Hudson
	University of California, USA, and University of Glasgow, UK
	Radan Huth
	Charles University, Czechia and Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Czechia


						

						
								Natalie Krivova
	Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research, Germany
	Martin Mlynczak
	NASA Langley Research Center, USA
	Kristof Petrovay
	Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
	Alexei Pevtsov
	National Solar Observatory, NM, USA
	Alexis Rouillard
	CNRS, IRAP, Toulouse, France
	Alexander Ruzmaikin
	Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Caltech, CA, USA
	Miriam Sinnhuber
	Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany


						

					

					
						
							Local Organizing Committee

						

						
								Agnieszka Gil
	Siedlce University, Poland (LOC chair)
	Renata Modzelewska
	Siedlce University, Poland (LOC vice-chair)
	Monika Berendt-Marchel
	Siedlce University, Poland 
	Sebastian Olczak
	Sebastian Olczak IT Services, Poland 
	Agnieszka Siluszyk
	Siedlce University, Poland
	Marek Siluszyk
	Siedlce University, Poland 
	Anna Wawrzaszek
	Space Research Centre PAS, Poland
	Anna Wawrzynczak
	Siedlce University, Poland


						


					

				

			

		


		
		
			
				
					Contact

					For any questions, contact us at spaceclimate8@uph.edu.pl or
						spaceclimate8@prac.uph.edu.pl
					


					Siedlce University 

						Faculty of Exact and Natural Sciences 

						Institute of Mathematics 

						Konarskiego 2, 08-110 Siedlce 

						Poland
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						Deklaracja dostępności
	
        © 2022 Siedlce University
    


	

	

	
	


























